
Process by which ideology structures discourse▪

And affect us□
Thereby recognising themselves as subjects□

Constitutive process where individuals acknowledge and respond to (internalise) 
ideologies

▪

Top films contain 77% white people when population is 61.3%

Also over-represents African American people, when there are more 
Latino/Hispanics than black people



E.g. Ethnic representation in US media leads to interpellation of white 
hegemonic ideology

□
Reveals how audiences respond to ideological cues structured in media discourses▪

Cultural theorists

Homogeneity of mass media interpellates passive subjects

Which serve to further stultify them◊

Subjects desire reoccurring tropes and predictable story lines

Primes audiences to accept view represented by media

Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno 1979□
Why audiences are receptive▪

E.g. Policeman > "Hey you there" > Respond > Subject to the ideology of law and 
crime

▪

Interpellation○

How audiences are effected by representation•
Connections between ideology and how we are positioned

Major way in which meaning is transferred from producer to audience•

Meanings are already concealed or held within the forms of the stories themselves○

If you tell a story in a particular way, you often activate meanings which seem identical 
to the stock of stories themselves

○

E.g. News have a constant form○

Form is part of the content (what it is that you are saying)○

Demystify their attempted ideological practice○

Conventions cannot impose themselves on an oppositional audience○

Fiske 1989•

A set of conventional and highly organised constraints on the production and 
interpretation of meaning

○

Shape and guide meaning○

Central to social struggle over meanings○

Practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak□
Not unlike Foucault's discourses○

Background knowledges and values are evoked and reinforced○

Thematic focus□

Discourse of the headline selects features of the world as being worth attending to○

Evaluative tone is built into the structure of address□
Also projects an attitude towards the world○

E.g. Bold print on poster conveys sense of urgency□
Rhetoric channel conveys meaning○

E.g. Judge out of touch with reality□
Discursive communities define moral ethos which brings certain attitudes○

Performative structures that shape the world○

Genres mediate between communities, creating expectations

Frow 2006•

Genre

MR: Genre, medium, ‘reality’
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E.g. Category of action movie allows us to know what to expect○

Genres mediate between communities, creating expectations○

Conventional topics of topai□
Projects a schematic world□

Thematic content○

Visual structure and organisation□
E.g. Bold type□

See below

E.g. Anchorage□

Formal features○

Brings authority and moral force

E.g. Familiar newsreader and undifferentiated viewer□
Situation of address○

Invokes and presupposes a range of relevant background knowledges□
Structure of implication○

Structured to achieve certain pragmatic effects□
E.g. Catch attention□
E.g. Reinforce moral judgments□

Rhetorical function○

Frame differentiates the genre of text from others□
Alerts us to the way it works (rhetorical function)□
Placing texts in different contexts□
Governs different salience of formal features□
E.g. Different structure of address with new framing□

Physical setting/frame○

Criteria○

Jacques Derrida○

Texts participate in genres○

Texts use or perform the genres by which they are shaped○

Resistance to genre as a prescriptive taxonomy and a constraint on textual energy○

Reflexive model○

Dialogical relation of two texts in a single setting or ceremony□
Relation between texts which are relevantly similar□
Relation between texts which are relevantly dissimilar□

Think of genre in terms of intertextual relationships○

E.g. Sermon defined in relation to other sermons, but also by the fact that it's not 
a prayer

○

Schaeffer 1986/Freadman 1988○

Realities we live in are not transparently conveyed but mediated by systems of 
representation

□

Genres frame/fix the world□
Formative power of representational frames□

Bakhtin/Medvedev 1985○

Relationship between text and genre is productive elaboration□

Rigid trans-historical class exercising control over the texts which it 
generates

▪

Rather than derivation or determination□

E.g. Viewed when writer extends possibilities of genre within which they are 
normally working

□

Argues for understanding of genre as dynamic○

Not fixed, can change over time•

Semiotics○

E.g. Gossip Magazine vs The Guardian▪

E.g. Cinema doesn't address the audience▪

E.g. News have short, quick shots▪

How the media text addresses its intended audience in a particular way○

Influences mode of address•
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E.g. News have short, quick shots▪

Establishing a relationship between the producer of the text and the audience○

Conventions of genre□
Textual context▪

Presence or absence of producer□
Scale and composition of audience□
Institutional and economic circumstances□

E.g. Censorship

Media environment□

Social context▪

Features of the medium□

Personal relationship not there on print; same dialogue would be 
uncomfortable



E.g. News sound and visual has better potential for connection and dialogue 
with audience

□

Technological constraints▪

Influenced by:○

Depends on medium and intended audience○

Hyperlinks

Navigation□

Structure□
Layout□
News stream□
Headlines□
Search/archive□
Advertisements□

Repertoire of genre elements/practices that include:▪

Greater reliance on text□
Less images due to bandwidth constraints□

Continuity between print and online

Earlier environment replicated print environment and its dominant use of 
text

□

Changes▪

Online news○

Thus news appears to reflect reality□
Images are mimetic visual representations of reality/current affairs▪

Culturally specific beliefs about the world○

Leads to multiple perspectives on a given news story▪

Internet, multiple channels introduce conflicting ideologies○

Ideology is manufactured and promulgated▪

Also see Analysing media texts - semiotics○

In conflicts used to frame stories○

Part of tendency to personalise issues, groups and events as heroes or 
villains

○

E.g. West v East; Left v Right○

Binary oppositions▪

Hard news○

Associated with newspapers▪

Most important information first▪

Presenting hard facts▪

Factual analysis▪

Not concerned with moral judgments or emotional effect▪

Objective and neutral (journalistic integrity)▪

The inverted pyramid○

Information tradition▪

Dunn reading▪

Broadcast news○

Examples•
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But journalist decides what it most important□
Your idea of what is most important might be omitted or 
at the bottom

□

Objective and neutral (journalistic integrity)▪

E.g. Human interest▪

Soft news○

More on television○

Allows them to have a voice▪

Engaged journalism○

Aims to engage audience○

In climate of deregulation and increased competition for audience○

Required for healthy public sphere▪

Some view a neglect/ignorance towards news values○

Others argue it is a dissolution of prescriptive, rigid social hierarchy of 
media values

○

Audience engagement, attention and comprehension○

Easy to understand○

E.g. Presents face the camera (you)▪

Dialogical sense○

Reporter a story teller○

Favoured without being seen as a threat to news values○

Langer 1998□
Can result in the tabloidization of the news▪

Allows for more attitudes, evaluations to be coded into the 
narrative structure

▪

E.g. Covering federal politics through human interest angles on 
gov decisions

▪

Individuals as the agents and recipients has the effect of 
personalising and depoliticising stories

○

Also see above▪

Towards a more symbolic reliance on images to produce 
narrative meaning

▪

Move away from linear and chronological assemblage of words 
and pictures

▪

With shift from mimetic to diegetic○

Open-ended○

Creates obviousness for how to understand events

See Semiotics for Indexical–

Example of image as indexical truth

Visualising scripted words to create 'see for yourself' 
effect

□

Neutral mode of address□
Relations of co-presence□

By encouraging audience's complicity▪

See Week 7□

Also related to Genre and passivity of audience due to 
expectations

▪

Encourage viewers to reciprocate the news values of the bulletin○

Undermines distinctiveness of form of TV news, and therefore 
its authority/credibility

▪

Compromises truth claims○

More symbolic depiction of images–

More cinematic

Direct evidence/depiction–

From mimetic

Shift○

Communication tradition▪
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Direct evidence/depiction–

E.g. Image of criminal–

Features absent from traditional inverted pyramid stories▪

Sequential development▪

Cause-effect relationships▪

Double chronology of narrated time and the time of events 
narrated

▪

Resolution▪

Closure▪

Structure in film and TV○

Focused chain

Connected sequence of events

Linked together through a process of transformation

Ytreberg○

Equilibrium◊

Disequilibrium◊

Opposition◊

Quest for help or attempt to repair the disruption◊

Often missing from news

Achievement of new equilibrium/closure◊

Certain TV news stories have included features from classic 
narrative models



Langer 1998○

And an interruption to the flow of entertainment 
programming

□

Opening sequence a call to attention, signification of urgency 
and immediacy

▪

Graphics, titles are bright and sharp▪

Fanfare-like theme music▪

E.g. Revolving globe or ticking clock□
Signs of immediacy and comprehensiveness of the news□

Visual symbols situate the news in time and space▪

Sound bites and montages take the actual from the whole and 
resemble them within the narrative

▪

E.g. Skyline□
Signs situate it in the world▪

Iconic images signify authority more directly▪

Announced with urgency□
Headlines phrased to intrigue▪

Authority and credibility and someone appealing to look 
at

□
Pairing of older white man and younger, attractive female▪

Allen 1999□
Fictive we□
E.g. "Good evening"□

Co-presence of viewer with newsreader▪

Newsreaders are business-like and authoritarian figures▪

Speaking straight to camera/view□
Direct and dialogic address▪

Newsreader presented as credible and authoritative▪

Polished set to represent efficiency and objectivity▪

"Parliament" or "White House" arouses ○

Creates significance for events and obviousness 
about how to understand them

▪

Effect of viewer reciprocating the news values▪

Images used are indexical truth of the scripted words○

Metonymy▪

Narrative techniques○
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Effect of viewer reciprocating the news values▪

E.g. Aboriginal people drinking in public

Might perpetuate stereotypes□
Pictures symbolise what is being talked about▪

Sees to promote perceived objectivity▪

Packages▪

Which had prohibited journalists from showing public 
figures up close and personal

▪

From Nixon to Clinton▪

More intimate, invasive▪

More judgemental▪

Closer-up shots reflect cultural changes in boundaries between 
public and private

▪

Cinematic▪

Part of the narration□
E.g. Scenes from war or political demonstrations□

Reporter can be diegetic▪

Dramatised▪

Tying down of an image text (through a caption) or written text (with 
headline) to a certain meaning

○

Tenet of TV news genre: discourse defines certain moral ethos○

Anchorage▪

Generic characteristics

Controlling its potentially anarchic polysemy ◊

Struggle between strategies and disruptive forces characteristic 
of reality

◊

News attempts to controls reality

Conventions control and limit the meanings of the events it conveys

Recent◊

Familiar as people or in their social roles

Powerless/opposition are familiar as forgettable 
individuals playing social roles



Greater semiotic weight in individualistic society◊

Elite bear the accumulated meanings of their past 
experiences



Masculine◊

Public sphere

Elite are inherently newsworthy

Powerless are considered newsworthy only when their 
actions are disruptive



Also see multivocality

Elite◊

Life is ordinarily harmonious, smooth and law-abiding

E.g. Murder and industrial dispute

Construct similar ways of understanding disparate 
events

◊

Embody the ideology of what the dominant class deems 
to be abnormal



E.g. Western world as stable and fair

Confirming our conception of normal◊

Not disrupting their norms◊

Developing World depicted as if in constant state of 
famine, disaster



Negative◊

Categorisation

Strategies of containment□
Fiske: Features▪
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Not disrupting their norms◊

Parallel the normal vs abnormal binary and war 
metaphor

◊

Heroes embody socially central values◊

Depicted in the metaphor of violence/war

Villains/victims embody deviant/disruptive ones◊

Represent but still contain◊

Disruptive word that places the 
demanders within the negative forces 
that make news



Demand =  greedy, selfish, struggling

Offer = generous, comfortably in control

E.g. Demands vs offer◊

Semiotically constructed

Must never acknowledge the conventionalisation of 
the news

◊

Necessary for the 'transparency fallacy'/belief in 
objectivity of news



Surprising◊

Masks social process of representation and presents itself 
as objective



Empirical categories while operation is ideological◊

'Domestic news' = perceived objectivity on the 
surface, but also defining resistance to own media 
as the abnormal

–

Stories about Trump hostility to media

Invites the reader to understand them in terms of their 
similarities rather than differences

◊

Localises problem to encourage local and discourage 
critical interrogation of larger social structure



Links promote a more radical/socially literate 
understanding



Compartmentalises social life in order to make it more 
controllable

◊

Construct interests into natural common sense◊

E.g. Politics, sport, domestic◊

Sub-categories

Process by which potentially disruptive events are 
mediated into the dominant value system without losing 
their authenticity/perceived objectivity



Reliability are used to underwrite the objectivity of 
the discourse

–

No radical voices

Institutional studio signifies ideological conformity–

Newsreader speaks objective truth

Institutional voice–

Subjective, nominated truths

Individual signatures–

Reporter mediates between raw reality and final truth

Has to be brought under discursive control–

Situate meanings into the events

Authenticating function allows the discourse to 
disguise its productive role

–

Eyewitness

E.g. What the union calls "his union duty" the "objective" 

Clawback◊

Objectivity
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E.g. What the union calls "his union duty" the "objective" 
news reader, through "clawback," has called "alleged 
misconduct."



Realisticness–

Social and political issues are only reported if 
they can be embodied in an individual



Way to construct authentic version of real is 
through actions/words/reactions of people involved

–

Authenticity

Now/live–

Implies that there has been no time for 
editorialising

–

Restricts ownership

Stress on speed is criteria set by producers–

Immediacy

Authenticity and immediacy mask the extent of the construction 
that news involves

◊

Alternative viewpoints are possible

Nomination◊

Ideological practice wherein a concept is evacuated from 
the linguistic system



Appears to have no alternative and is thus granted the 
status of the natural/norm



Status of truth against which the partiality of the 
subordinated discourses can be assessed



No alternative concept

Passive voice

Granted the status of natural/universal/unchallenged

Object point that reveals the truth

Alleged - alleged by whom?–

Dismissal is individualised as Duke's, not the 
management's, doing. The individual onus grants 
authenticity to the social issue of striking

–

E.g. Management perspective is told by the newsreader, 
while the other view is visualised



E.g. Bourgeoisie hides its name and identity by not 
referring to itself, naturalizing bourgeois ideology



Exnomination◊

From Fiske 1989◊

Ideological work performed through its absence 
(exnomination)

–

Status quo

Equilibrium◊

Forces of disruption are in conflict with the social order

Disruption to the equilibrium◊

Return to the same state of equilibrium as at the start of 
the story



Soft news and sports

Resolution◊

Hall 1984

Constant form is a strategy of containment

Narrative/meanings are already concealed within the forms of 
the stories themselves

◊

News narrative

News convention of allowing radical voices a controlled moment 
of speech that is nominated and inserted into a narrative in such 
a way as to ensure that the social body is strengthened and not 

◊

Inoculation
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a way as to ensure that the social body is strengthened and not 
threated by the contrast between it and the radical

Takes a role in maintaining order◊

Rather than wholly included

In order to inoculate audiences

Negative, radical and other disrupting elements are partially 
included

◊

Representing a structured view of reality

Can be seen as part of containment◊

E.g. "If a compromise had been so easy, was yesterday's chaos 
so necessary?"

◊

Many views in the news◊

Different treatments and selections of social voice◊

Part of the narrative structure◊

Tactics of semiotic and ideological containment◊

E.g. Gov persuaded BBC not to allow Northern Irish 
terrorists to present their side of story



Very few social positions are allowed to speak◊

Dialogue is produced by the author

E.g. Trade unionists only allowed to speak after the 
narrative has declared them to be the villain



Voices too radical are reported (mediated) or not represented◊

Asian, Black or Latin connections are stressed

E.g. African Gangs

Social or racial deviance is the sign of evil in news as it is in 
fiction

◊

E.g. Young

Groups with minimal social power are the victims◊

E.g. Newsreaders, interviewees, interviewers, etc.◊

Multivocality

Language of news is dependent on metaphor

Piece of discourse that is frequently repeated because it bears a 
close relationship with the dominant ideology

◊

Cliché

Not stimulants to the imagination

Because all language is figurative◊

Explains the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar◊

Basic sense-making mechanisms

Origins lie in institutional discourse

This discourse has a formative role

Cliched invisibility gives the status of objective 
reality

–

Exnominated

Links between stories (e.g. strikes and terrorism) put them 
in the same conceptual category



E.g. Goes on to inform how politicians see themselves and 
their actions and thus shapes their actions



War is frequently used◊

Protestant work ethic within capitalism◊

Examples

Metaphor□

Careful selection of people and incidents that stand for a more 
complex and fuller version of reality



Metonymy□

Compose texts/elements in ways that differ from the conventional genre▪

E.g. BuzzFeed introduced listical (list article)▪

Subversion of news genres○
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Buzzification of news□
E.g. BuzzFeed introduced listical (list article)▪

Combine different but recognisable elements of two or more genres□

Combined broadcast and magazine journalism in an online 
environment



E.g. Vice□

Hybridity▪

Draws attention to itself as a genre form (a text)□
Reminds audience of its existence as a media construct□
Most common in cinema□
E.g. Looking into camera, making a film about making a film□

Ryan Gosling and Margot Robbie speaking to the camera

Describing complex information

E.g. Big Short□

News reports on itself

E.g. News pack is shown to demonstrate how much media interest is

E.g. Attacks on media outside of court becomes part of the news 
package



E.g. News□

Reflexivity/self-reflexivity▪

Also see 'Interpellation'

Moved out of pacificity, which is encouraged by usual familiarity with genre□

Subverted spaghetti western genre to draw attention to slavery

E.g. Django Unchained□

E.g. BuzzFeed created excitement and engagement with what it was doing in 
news environment

□

Audience engagement enhanced▪
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